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ABSTRACT
The efficient processing of defective or
nonconforming hardware and paperwork is important to both
defense contractors and the government.

Management's

concern of excessive costs in this area initiated an
investigation into the actual activities, personnel, and
computer systems involved in such processing.

Applicable

military specifications and an assortment of corporate and
divisional procedures were reviewed to obtain baseline
data.

Additional information was sought through personal

interviews and visits to the manufacturing areas.

The

activitiy flow was documented in block diagrams and time
estimates and labor requirements were applied.

The

detailed labor estimates were input to a LOTUS123
spreadsheet and used to determine average labor cost per
disposition type, i.e., rework, scrap, return-to-vendor,
or repair.

The spreadsheet facilitates quick cost

analysis of proposed management changes to the procedure
and system.

The estimates were merged with actual

distribution of dispositions in an expected cost
probability network to identify high cost areas and
potential savings.

Suggested improvements are evaluated

by using the expected cost network and the electronic
spreadsheet.

Library research on recent publications from

industry and academe provide further information in an
area rich with potential savings:
and quality assurance.

the white collar worker
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INTRODUCTION
What is Quality?
"Quality control" is a term that covers a wide range
of activities.

Most of today's activities depend entirely

on the definition of quality as "conformance to requirements."

Measurements are periodically taken to determine

conformance to requirements.

When a nonconf ormance to

specifications is detected it is due to the absence of
quality and therefore,

becomes definable (Crosby 1979).

Thus, two basic functions are needed in controlling
quality of a product:

1) Data, taken under standard

methods and conditions, must be provided to determine
whether the product meets specification, and 2) Data must
be used to correct any production procedures which cause
deviation from the specifications (Heyel 1968).

Specula-

tion abounds, however that simple "conformance to requirements" is an inadequate definition for the long-range
goals of a company.

Requirements change to meet customer

expectations and reliability of product remains essential.
Goals should exist regarding variation in processes; the
objective being zero variation, else quality improvements
will not be sought.
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The analysis described in this research report covers a
defect detection system used in a manufacturing facility.
The system is described and evaluated in reference to its
cost and effectiveness.

An electronic spreadsheet is used

to summarize labor costs and as a tool to quickly compute
labor savings associated with potential improvements.
Additionally, the frequency of occurrence of each
disposition is obtained from historical data.

When these

probabilistic estimates are combined with cost per
disposition, an expected cost network is drawn, providing
an effective picture of expected cost.

I
I

"C:
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"Quality's Changing Role in Manufacturing"
The quality referred to in this research report
relates to quality of product and the associated
manufacturing or assembly process.

TraditiQnally, quality

efforts were focused on finding nonconformities after they
had been produced (see Figure 1)

(Hoffer 1985).

The

quality system and quality engineer assumed the role of
policemen whose job it was to catch nonconformities and to
punish the criminal (the production department) when nonconforming products were manufactured.
quality were adversaries.

Production and

Today's emphasis is not on

"defect detection" but "defect prevention," whereby the
process is monitored to determine when adjustments are
required to maintain stability and when changes to the
process are called for to reduce variability (see Figure
2).

Statistical Process Control (SPC), the periodic,

selective measurement of key product or process characteristics, allows corrective action to be taken
before a nonconforming item is produced (Hoffer 1985).
Quality Cost or Quality Economics ?
The success of Japanese quality control has drawn
worldwide attention to the difference between Japanese and
Western quality control.
toward quality cost.

One difference is the attitude

One Japanese engineering professor,

Dr. Kume, finds that Japanese companies record failure

4
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Figure 1. Traditional approach to quality: defect detection.
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Figure 2. Today's approach to quality:

defect prevention.
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cost correctly but do not consider quality cost (1985). He
suggests that Western companies seem overly concerned with
identifying quality cost, to the point that quality
control activities cannot exist without a formal quality
cost system.

Dr. Kume expresses a management perspective

that minimum quality cost does not maximize prof it.

He

suggests consideration of quality economics, to reveal a
different picture than quality cost alone.

The Principles

of Quality Economics are listed as follows:
1. Minimum quality cost does not necessarily mean maximum
prof it,
2. Minimim quality cost does not necessarily mean minimum
product cost,
3. Losses due to failure cannot be calculated only by
failure cost,
4. The cost of marketing research should be included in
prevention cost,
5. Quality of design cannot be evaluated by quality
cost,
6. The important thing about prevention and appraisal
cost is not the total, but the way the money is used.
An example is cited comparing a new product to an old
pr~duct.

From the standpoint of quality control, a new

product is in trouble.

It contains many development

problems increasing quality cost, especially failure cost.
This increase will not be a managerial problem as long as

6

the company obtains more profit to offset additional cost.
In an older product, where the process of design and
production has been developed almost completely, product
quality is stable and there is little loss due to quality
problems.

If the product is profitable, competitive items

will appear and the profit margin may be threatened.
The most important thing about quality control is to
determine whether the design, production, and marketing of
a product that meets customers' needs are being carried
out effectively.

Whatever emphasis is placed on cost

reduction and percentage of nonconformance of a product,
prof it increases will be nil if the product itself is out
of date.

Failure costs represent waste; they are genuine

losses because they would not be expended if quality were
perfect.

Prevention and appraisal costs are spent to

reduce failure costs.

Lower prevention and appraisal

costs increase the cost of failure; however, an increase
in prevention and appraisal costs does not always reduce
failure costs.

Figure 3 shows the most economical level

of investment in prevention and appraisal, and demonstrates the economic necessity of quality control
activities$

Most importantly, quality activities must be

carried out effectively to reduce failure cost and prevent
further losses.
visible cost.

A quality cost system always deals with
In business management, the invisible costs

are also important (Kume 1985).
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Figure 3.

Conceptual Relation between Quality Cost and
Quality.
(Kume 1985)
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Emphasis of Research
The research described in this publication relates to
an analysis of a system designed and employed by Martin
Marietta Product Assurance department.

The system is used

to identify, record, and initiate activities required in
the detection and processing of nonconforming hardware.
The concepts and procedures were formulated in the 1960s
during the Viking program at John F. Kennedy Space Center.
In the following sections, the system will be described
and activities displayed within a flowchart.

The

activities are categorized and input on a LOTUS123 spreadsheet.

Cost estimates are applied to the activities pro-

ducing an average cost per type nonconformance (varies by
severity of defect) and average cost for processing
hardware and required forms.

The system is critiqued in

reference to its cost and effectiveness by using an expected cost network.

By examining the expected cost network,

high cost areas and proposed system improvements become
apparent.

Suggestions are made to reduce the cost of the

process. Finally, future trends in quality control and
manufacturing control are discussed, hinting at
obsolescence of manual inspection systems.

First,

however, fundamental information relating to government
contractors and specifically to Martin Marietta must be
described and understood.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AT MARTIN MARIETTA
The Motivating Military Spec:

MIL-Q-9858A

MIL-Q-9858A, "Quality Program Requirements," requires
contractors to establish a quality program which will
assure compliance with the requirements of their
contracts.

MIL-Q-9858A is intended for use in contracts

involving more complex types of military hardware and
systems.

Department of Defense policies and concepts are

reflected in this military specification and provide that:
a)

The contractor is solely responsible for the control

of product quality and for offering to the government for
acceptance only products determined by him to conform to
contractual requirements; b)

The government representa-

tive is responsible for determining that contractual
requirements have, in fact, been complied with prior to
the acceptance of the product; and c)

Final decision of

product acceptability is solely the responsibility of the
government. The contractor, in accordance with MIL-Q9858A, must design and maintain an effective and
economical quality program

~hat

includes both processes

and products and which makes data available to the
government adequate for use in establishing product
acceptance criteria (DOD Task Group 1965).

Specifically,

the processing system discussed and evaluated within this

9
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research paper is one developed and used by Martin
Marietta to satisfy paragraph 6.5 of MIL-Q-9858A. This
paragraph is quoted as follows, from the specification:
6.5 Nonconforming Material. The contractor shall
establish and maintain an effective and positive
system for · controlling nonconforming material, including procedures for its identification, segregation,
and disposition. Repair or rework of nonconforming
material shall be in accordance with documented procedures acceptable to the Government. The acceptance
of nonconforming supplies is a prerogative of and
shall be as prescribed by the Government and may
involve a monetary adjustment. All nonconforming
supplies shall be positively identified to prevent
unauthorized use, shipment and intermingling with
conforming supplies. Holding areas or procedures
mutually agreeable to the contractor and Government
Representative shall be provided by the contractor.
The contractor shall make known to the Government
upon request the data associated with the costs and
losses in connection with scrap and with rework necessary to reprocess nonconforming material to make it
conform completely.
Martin Marietta System
The MARS (Martin Automatic Reporting System) form
and respective procedures represent the Martin Marietta
Orlando Aerospace plan to accomplish in part the requirements of MIL-Q-9858A, paragraph 6.5.

The instructions for

documenting and processing of nonconforming hardware on
MARS Material Review are included in Form
2360.

Instr~ction

The MARS form is a six-ply, multi-colored form with

each copy intended to initiate a required activity (see
Figure 4).

Quality Procedures (QP) 700.15, 700.15.1 and

700.15.2 are related procedures whose authority rests in
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Figure 4. The MARS Form.
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the MIL-Q-9858A, paragraph 6.5.

They are titled as

follows: 700.15-Nonconforming Material, 700.15.1-Identification and Control of Nonconforming Material, 700.15.2Review and Disposition of Nonconforming Material.
procedures cover the

decisi~ns

These

and appropriate actions to

be taken to properly process defective material.

The

following paragraph will summarize the actions which
occur.
Any person is authorized to initiate a MARS form when
defective hardware is discovered.

Typically, an in-

process quality inspector reports the defect and necessary
information on the MARS form.

Basic part data is

recorded, i.e., part number, part description, end/item,
account charged, next assembly, work station, etc. on the
form, as well as specific lot information and defect
information.

This fundamental data amounts to thirty-

seven pieces of information to be manually recorded while
on the manufacturing floor.

After this initiation, a

series of signatures and keypunch activities are required
depending on the severity of the defect.

The final dispo-

sition and processing paths vary based on the specific
situation and are described and diagrammed as follows.
Obvious rework to engineering is usually handled
strictly by the quality inspector requiring only the
supervisor's signature of approval.

More complex problems

are submitted to a Preliminary Material Review (PMR) panel,
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which is to convene daily in each manufacturing area.

The

PMR panel determines if the hardware: a) can be reworked;
b) must be scrapped; c) should be returned to vendor; and
d) needs further investigation requiring engineering
involvement, i.e., the Material Review Board (MRB).

The

PMR panel is chaired by Quality Engineering and consists
of a manufacturing engineer, an industrial engineer,
inspection engineer, and manufacturing floor support
supervision.

The PMR team determines the causes(s) of the

nonconformance, department and discipline responsible,
correction of the cause and hardware dispositon (as
described earlier).

The teams are established to

expeditiously process hardware within their scope of
responsibility.

Any rework activity requires industrial

engineering involvement to add rework steps (in the
computer file) to the specific routing or work order
impacted.

Specific numerical ranges of rework steps

charge the organization responsible for causing the
rework. For example, 700-709 are vendor-caused rework, and
730-739 are Manufacturing rework.

Additionally, a cause

card must be filled out to accompany the paperwork order
for later review by the quality inspector.

Manufacturing

engineering documents the specific rework instructions for
the operator on the paper work order.

Production control

finally provides the hardware and paperwork (work order,
MARS, cause card, manufacturing instructions) to the

14
manufacturing supervisor as "ready to rework/work."

If

hardware is declared scrap, appropriate signatures are
obtained and the hardware and paperwork is forwarded to
Material Review Board (MRB) crib .
If the disposition of the hardware exceeds the
authority level of PMR, Production Control is notified to
pick up hardware and documentation and forward to the
Material Review Board (MRB) crib area.

The enclosed MRB

crib area is provided to withhold nonconforming material
from the normal flow of production.

Further investigation

of hardware in the MRB crib is dependent on project
personnel to which the hardware belongs.

A quality repre-

sentative usually moves the hardware to the project area
for analysis and determination of actions to be taken.
When the hardware is in possession of MRB engineers, they
perform intense analyses of the hardware.

The engineers

consider impact on hardware functional ability and further
manufacturing which is still required on the part.

In

addition to rework, scrap or return-to-vendor
dispositions, the MRB can also decide to use the hardware
as is, or to repair the piece.

Rework is distinguished

from repair in that repair results in a configuration
different from planned.

It therefore requires an exten-

sive approval and justification process, including the
customer.

15
Though a seemingly complicated and awkward process, it
is important to recall that the purpose of this procedure
is to identify, segregate, and dispose of nonconforming
hardware as expeditiously as possible within hardware and
contractual limitations.
Computer Systems Employed
The gold copy of the MARS form is picked up twice daily
from the manufacturing areas.

The data on the form,

including the MARS sequence number, is keypunched to an HP1000 computer system.

The data is copied onto a mainframe

RAMIS (Rapid Access Management Information System) data
base.

This system is used to generate weekly quality

reports including information on: total number of MARS in
each category by product, number of new MARS by product,
status of all MARS, age of MARS, scrap cost by product or
facility, etc.

At completion of disposition, the hard

(cardboard) copy of the MARS form is sent to Central
Quality Data Center for completion of the quality record.
A separate computer system called the MRB status system is
used to identify and report on the location and status of
hardware dispositioned MRB.

The MRB status system pro-

vides weekly reports to each product group pertaining
to hardware location and status in MRB.

Additionally,

various micro-computers are used on each project to
independently keep track of MARS forms.
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Hardware and MARS Flow
Defective hardware can be dispositioned in the
following ways, each requiring a MARS form:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Obvious rework to Engineering
Rework through PMR panel
Standard Repair Procedure through PMR panel
Return to vendor through PMR panel
Scrap through PMR panel
Use as is through MRB
Scrap through MRB
Rework through MRB
Repair through MRB
Return to vendor through MRB.
A summarized flow of these paths is provided in

Figure 5. The MARS process paths were documented based on
procedures read as well as actual activities observed.
Each task is briefly described and the labor type of the
person who performed the task is noted.
are applied in hours.

Time estimates

Certain blocks of events occur

regardless of the final decision made on the hardware.
These activities are treated as "activity sub-groups,"
representing building blocks of activities necessary to
process the MARS and hardware.

The six major subgroups

identified are: 1) origination (including initial
keypunch), 2) the convening of PMR, 3) MRB crib processing,
4) MRB Engineering processing, 5) Corrective Action activities, and 6) Final keypunch.

The elemental task times

composing each activity subgroup are summed for each category of labor type participating in the activity (see
Table I).
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TABLE I
ACTIVITY SUBGROUP CALCULATION
IDIGRODP

ACTIVITY 1:

ORIGINATION

asscsasa&a:csasaaszsacscaaa:a::aaaasaa•••••••••s:::aaaaaaaaszaaazsaaacca::szaaa:ss:aaaaaa

TASK RO.

:

TASK DISCRIPTION

:

WBO

:

TYPI

: TIMI :t RATI: • TOTAL

---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:-----:--------1 :GIT MARS t, MARS FORM, ILKS l-3&,40lQDAL IRSP: BRLY
: 0.2 :
t9 :
tl.80
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------2 :APPLY D STAMP ARD RIJICT TAG
lQUAL INSP: BRLY
: 0.1 :
t9 :
t0.90
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------3 :YIRIFY AND SIGN
lQDAL INSP:
SAL
: 0.1 : tl3 :
tl.30
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------4 :rILL ILOCKS 36-39,45,48
:QUAL INSP:
SAL
: 0.1 : tl3 :
tl.30
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------:PROD ASS : BRLY
: 0.3 : tlO :
t3.00
& :t•ITIAL KIYPUNCB
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------:PROD ASS :
SAL
: 0.01 : •15 :
t0.15
6 :10• INCOMPL FORMS
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------•B.45

The estimated cost of each subgroup activity block
is then computed by multiplying each task time by the
associated labor rates.

(The rates used in this document

are ficticious estimates and do not reflect actual data.)
The details of each subgroup activity are displayed in
Appendix A on the LOTUS123 spreadsheet tables. The estimated cost for each disposition type is then obtained by
grouping subgroup activities and the unique activities
pertaining to each disposition type to arrive at total
cost by disposition type.

See Table II for these results.

Table III summarizes the average processing cost for each
disposition type along with the number of dispositions
occurring in a six-month period of time.

An expected cost

network is drawn (Figure 6), which displays cost and proba. bilities of each disposition path.

Each disposition path

is drawn upward from the three decision nodes: A, B, and
C.

Information on the disposition arrow is described as

19

follows:
($)

E(Ci)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pi

( $)

,

Ci

where Ci =
Estimated cost for disposition i,
Probability that disposition i will occur,
pi =
E(Ci) = Expected Cost of disposition i, and
E(Ci)=(Ci)pi.
The expected cost of the entire processing network is
found by summing each expected dispostion cost, i.e.,
10
t

Ci (pi)

i=l
It is found that for the situation described, the expected
cost is seventy-two (72) dollars.
Through examination of the network, costly dispositions are observed and decisions can be made to reduce
costs.

Potential improvements may be evaluated and the

impact computed by using the spreadsheet and probability
network.
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TABLE II
ACTIVITY COST BY DISPOSTION TYPE

DISPOSITION
1. OBVIOUS RWK TO ENGINEERING

ACTIVITY SUBGROUP
ORIGINATION
FINAL KEYPUNCH

DISPO COST
$8.45
$4.90
$13.35

2. REWORK THROUGH PMR PANEL

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
PMR REWORK ACTIVITY
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$20.48
$4.90

*

$51.93
3. SCRAP THROUGH PMR PANEL

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
PMR SCRAP ACTIVITY
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$52.53
$4.90

*

$83.98
4. RTV THROUGH PMR
(RETURN TO VENDOR)

ORIGIN·ATION
PMR CONVENING
RTV SIGNATURE
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$9.62
$4.90

*

$41.07
5. SRP THROUGH PMR
(STANDARD REPAIR PROC)

ORIGINATION
·PMR CONVENING
SRP SIGNATURE
FINAL KEYPUNCH
CORRECTIVE ACTION

$8.45
$18.10
$9.62
$4.90
$18.30
$59.37

*

TABLE II

6. REWORK THROUGH MRB

-- CONTINUED

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
MRB CRIB PROCESSING
MRB ENGR PROCESSING
REWORK ACTIVITY
FINAL KEYPUNCH

21

$8.45
$18.10
$11.90
$67.00
$20.48
$4.90

*

--------$130.83

7. SCRAP THROUGH MRB

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
MRB CRIB PROCESSING
MRB ENGR PROCESSING
SCRAP ACTIVITY
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$11.90
$67.00
$52.53
$4.90

*

--------$162.88

8. RTV THROUGH MRB
(RETURN TO VENDOR)

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
MRB CRIB PROCESSING
MRB ENGR PROCESSING
RTV SIGNATURES
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$11. 90
$67.00
$9.62
$4.90

*

--------$119.97

9. USE AS IS THROUGH MRB

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
MRB CRIB PROCESSING
MRB ENGR PROCESSING
CUSTOMER SIGN
CORRECTIVE ACTION
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$11.90
$67.00
$21.32
$18.30
$4.90

--------$149.97

10. REPAIR THROUGH MRB

ORIGINATION
PMR CONVENING
MRB CRIB PROCESSING
MRB ENGR PROCESSING
CORRECTIVE ACTION
FINAL KEYPUNCH

$8.45
$18.10
$11.90
$67.00
$18.30
$4.90

--------$128.65

* INDICATES

UNIQUE ACTIVITY PER DISPOSITION

*

.

AV COST $ NO DISPO :

(six-month

p~riod

of time)

$150
$129

$120

$59
$131
$163

$84
$41

$52

27325

2700
1000
2000
2755
1650
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------------------------------------------------------:
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1. OBVIOUS RWK TO ENGINEERING

DISPOSITION

'·----------------------------------------------~---------

AVERAGE COST PER DISPOSITION TYPE

TABLE III
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MARS
In review of the activities and associated processing
costs incurred in the MARS system, many cost reduction
actions become apparent.

Specific recommendations are

discussed in the following section.
Suggestion 1
Use an automatic information retrieval and recording
system.

The part data and work order data, which is

required on a MARS form, is in the Information Management
System (IMS) company computer system.

Bar code readers

are presently used in the manufacturing areas as part of
the shop floor data collection system.

A special

transaction could be established for reporting of defective hardware, eliminating the time spent filling out the
form and the keypunch necessary to form a quality record.
Additionally, the system could have the capability to
print MARS forms on. request through the computer or display them on the screen.
Through modification of the tasks required in the
origination and final keypunch subgroup, a savings of ten
(10) dollars per MARS form is experienced.

This results

in a sixty-two (62) dollars expected total cost per MARS,
providing in excess of $500,000 savings in a one-year
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period.

This savings should be weighed against the

software and hardware acquisition costs.
Time and effort should be devoted to establishing one
reputable status system with a well-documented and understood procedure.

Quality database packages have been

commercially available for several years.

One such

package, developed by John A. Keane and Associates, is
designed to manage quality information in several
different areas (Ryan 1984).

It monitors materials accep-

tance, monitors and analyzes inprocess data to
automatically detect adverse trends, schedules sample
testing and stability testing plans using a critical path
controller module, and provides record keeping and
archiving capabilities in an audit module.

Manufacturing

engineers and quality engineers rely on the system's
extensive statistical and graphics modules for process
analysis and for comparison of test equipment.

Design

engineers use the process data stored in the database for
developing product standards.

Other systems commercially

available include a Hewlett-Packard system which records and
processes information to give engineering and quality control personnel a clear and

up~to-date

picture of the

current state of manufacturing control.

This system

supports automatic and manual data collection _(Ryan 1984).
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Suggestion 2
The company should seek to develop the PMR teams
skill capabilities to limit the number of MARS and
hardware that are required to process through MRB.

If

only twenty (20) percent of the MARS that go to MRB were
handled through the PMR panel, the total expected
processing cost drops from seventy-two (72) dollars to
sixty-five (65) dollars.

This amounts to $396,212 annual

savings.
Suggestion 3
Permit greater authority at the Decision A node, the
quality inspector, permitting additional rework activities
as well as some authority to scrap hardware.

This

decision could be further quantified by considering the
value of the hardware in question.

A high value piece of

hardware deserves the involvement of highly qualified
people.

A piece of hardware of comparatively low cost or

value to the company should be considered for scrap if the
expected processing cost outweighs the hardware cost.
Based on the concept of Pareto's Principle, five (5)
percent of the total parts compose eighty (80) percent of
the cost of the hardware.

The savings associated with the

processing of forty-five (45) percent of the total dispositions, an increase of eight (8) percent,
MRB involvement, is $416,433 per year.

without PMR or
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Suggestion 4
The most expensive as well as the most time-consuming
process activity is through MRB engineering.

The

possibility of using CAD/CAM as a means to effectively and
economically analyze anomalous hardware should be
researched.

Such investigation could reveal CAD/CAM as a

possible tool in engineering evaluation of dispositioning
nonconformances.

Next assembly impacts and defects to

date could be quickly surveyed.

Use the probability

network as a decision tree to evaluate the cost impact of
investing in such a system.

There are many informative

publications on the use of decision trees to aid in making
correct management decisions.
Suggestion 5
The disposition which results in the use as is (UAI)
decision requires further attention.

Ten (10) percent of

the total dispositions is a high number to process through
the entire MARS processing system, and finally conclude to
"do-nothing" to the hardware.

Perhaps the inspection

specifications are written poorly or the engineering
tol~rances

were too high.

Again, value of the hardware

needs to be considered early in the processing cycle.
Suggestion 6
Reduce the overall time spent processing a MARS form
and hardware by evaluating activities and information flow
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in greater detail.
required?

Are all the data elements useful and

Do the proper organizational relationships and

checkpoints exist which are necessary?

A processing time

goal should be established and communicated to the
workforce.
General Recommendations
As further investigation ensues and management
considers potential alternatives, a cost analysis of proposed enhancements can be easily computed.

By adding and

deleting tasks of an activity subgroup, the impact is
readily observed on the labor processing cost.

Alterna-

tive scenarios can be formulated, researched and evaluated
rapidly.

To fully consider the total cost picture of each

alternative, detailed cost trade-off analyses would be
performed.

Costs to be considered include hardware and

software procurement, software development or enhancement,
and installation and training costs.

Hopefully, the

savings in computer and labor processing would off set some
of these costs.

A decision tree analysis should be made

to evaluate alternatives for investments.

CONCLUSIONS
The MARS system focuses on defect detections and the
reporting of defects.

Through careful evaluation of the

processing procedures and paperwork, significant savings
are possible.

By examining historical data on defects and

resultant dispositions, high cost areas become apparent.
Savings in these areas can be computed by measuring the
impact on a probability (expected cost) network.

Six of

the many improvement possibilities are described in the
prior section and savings are computed for three of them
for a one year time period.

Such defect processing is but

one aspect of quality which soon may become obsolete.

A

prevention, rather than detection strategy is fundamental
to the success of new and old factories and will result in
greater overall savings.
The Manufacturing Division of Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories established a project to address the
needs of manufacturing (Preston 1984).

The project, "Con-

ceptual Design for Computer-Integrated Manufacturing,"
identified product assurance as one of seven primary areas
of concern and stated that quality permeates the other six
areas.

To identify the key quality weaknesses, they esti-

mated the oercentage of improvement that could be
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attributed to each category.

The study results are ranked

below from biggest improvement area to lesser.
1.

Early integration of Quality activities with

Marketing, Engineering and Manufacturing.
percent of all benefits in this area).

(Thirty-three

The need can be

met with a collaborative approach, linking new product
concepts with quality and factory concepts.
2.

Timely quality-information handling (Twenty-five

percent of all benefits in this area).
3.

Current quality assurance/quality control equipment

(Twenty percent of all benefits in this area).
4.

Software quality assurance (fifteen percent of all

benefits in this area).
The project's conclusion revealed that "quality and
excellence mean the same thing."

Design and quality must

be built into the hardware and quality made everyone's
responsibility.
Future Trends
New trends which should be considered in the quality
system planning of tomorrow include:

*

Interface of manufacturing control and schedule

adjustment.

*

Determination of product discrepancy early in the

production cycle.

*

Improvement of the inspection process to provide in-
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line inspection where possible; reduced inspection tooling
requirements; reduced human judgment; and reduced
rechecking of parts.

-----*

Incorporation of programmable controls resulting in two

important quality-related advantages:

precision and

repeatability to reduce errors, and real-time feedback of
process information for continuous feedback (Owens 1984).

*

Just-In-Time (JIT) production system which can be

profitably applied to a quality program.

JIT is

manufacture or delivery of minimum necessary product in
smallest quantities, at latest time, thus eliminating
inventories.

Its use 'will quickly identify problem

processes or faulty vendor received parts.

Additionally,

JIT seeks to eliminate indirect activities such as moving,
storing, counting, and inspecting from occurring and adding
cost, not value, to the product (Connell 1985).

-*

Automated inspection provides opportunity for

significant reduction in cost; not just inspection labor
~

cost ~- vision

advantages:

systems are proliferating with many apparent
better production control (tool wear,

maintenance), suitability for complex hardware, speed,
less subjective judgments, etc.
As evidenced by these trends, manufacturing quality
activities are changing rapidly.

In order to maintain a

competitive position, it is no longer desirable to
automate, but required.

The government factions obviously
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support such activities to the benefit of the nation and
their products.

Though a seemingly small part of the

total quality piture, activities associated with
processing of defective hardware offer the potential for
great improvements in white collar productivity.

Though

not the advanced manufacturing concepts discussed above,
an efficient process and integrated quality data base
management system has tremendous savings potential.

Aside

from eliminating paperwork and duplication of effort, it
is the existing key to the Quality functions' involvement
in the factory of the future.

APPENDIX A
ACTIVITY SUBGROUP DETAIL

ORIGINATION

TASI DESCRIPTION

WHO
TYPB

: TIMB :$ RATB: $ TOTAL :

QUAL INSP:

RRLY

0.1 :

$9 :

$0.90 :

QUAL INSP:

SAL

0.1 :

$13 :

$1. 30 :

HRLY

0.3 :

$10:

$3.00 :

$8.45

---------~-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:

6

:PROD ASS :

-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:
:lO• INCOMPL FORMS
:PROD ASS :
: 0.01 : $15 :
$0.15 :
SAL

5 :INITIAL IBYPUNCR

---------~-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:---------:

4 :rILL ILOCIS 36-39,45,48

---------!-----------------------------------~---------:---------:------:------:---------:

---------!-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:---------:
3 :v11IrY AND SIGN
QUAL INSP:
0.1 : $13 :
$1.30 :
SAL

2 :APPLY D STAMP AND RIJBCT TAO

1 :OBT MARS t, MARS FORM, BLIS l-35,40:QUAL INSP: RRLY
0.2 :
$9 :
$1. 80 :
---------~-----------------------------------~---------:---------:------!------:---------:

---------~-----------------------------------~---------:---------:------:------:---------:

TASI NO.

==========================================================================================

ACTIVITY 1:

=z========================================================================================

SUBGROUP

~

w

PMR CONVINING

HSI DISCRIPTION

WHO

TYPB

TIMB :$ RATE: $ TOTAL

$18.10

---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------·
QUAL INSP:
0.1
SAL
$13
$1. 30
1 llOTIJY PMR MBMBBRS
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------2 lPMR MllT,CAUSl&RBSP, CORR ACT, SIGNlQUAL INSP:
SAL
0.3
$3.90
$13
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------$4.50
MFG ING
SAL
0.3
$15
---------!-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:--------0.3
$4.20
IND BNG
SAL
$14
---------!-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:--------$4.20
MFG
0.3
SAL
$14
---------!-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:---------:
---------!-----------------------------------!---------:---------:------:------:---------:

HSI 10.

·==============·==========================================================================

ACTIVITY 2:

·=···=·====···====····====================================================================

SUBGROUP

w
01

MRB CRIB PROCESSING

TASK DESCRIPTION

WHO

---------:-----------------------------------:--------1 !MOY H/W & MARS TO CRIB
!PROD CTRL
---------:-----------------------------------:--------2 !VERIFY PAPBR,CLOCI DATB,TIMB,LOC
!PROD ASS
---------:-----------------------------------:--------3 :IBYPUNCH MRB STATUS SYS
!PROD ASSU
---------:-----------------------------------:--------4 !PROJECT PICK UP AND RBVIIW
!PROD ASS
---------:-----------------------------------:-----------------:-----------------------------------:-----------------:-----------------------------------:---------

TASI NO.
TYPB

I
I

: TIMB !$ RATB

---------:------:-----SAL
: 0.3
U3
---------·------·-----0.3
BRLY
uo
------ -------------RRLY
0.2
uo
------ -------------SAL
0.2
U5
--------- ------ -------------- ------ -------------- ------ ------

--------$3.00
--------u.oo
--------$3. 00
--------------------------------$11.90

$3.90

TOTAL :

•
---------:

==========================================================================================

ACTIVITY 3:

==========================================================================================

SUBGROUP

°'

w

ACTIVITY 4:

MRB (ENGH} PROCESSING

TASK DESCRIPTION

WHO

TYPE

TIMI

$ RATI

$ TOTAL :

2 :DBLIVBR H/W & MARS TO BNGR

:PROD ASS

SAL

:---------:-----------------------------------:---------~---------

------

0.1

$67.00

------ --------$1. 30
U3
------ ------ --------:---------:-----------------------------------:---------·--------$36. 00
$18
3 :LOG IN ENGR LOGBOOK
: INGR
:
SAL
2
:---------:-----------------------~-----------·---------~--------- ------ ------.--------$2. 60
$13 :
4 :ANALYZE H/W
:PROD ASS :
SAL
0.2
:-~-------:----------------------------------------:------:--------1 : $18 : $18.00
5 :DBTIRMINR DISP, BLKS 49-51,53,54
SAL
BNGR
:---------:----------------------------------------:------:--------$6.50
6 :PROJBCT STATUS
0.5 : U3 :
SAL
PROD ASS
:---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------

:PROD ASS

------ ------ ---------·
:---------:-----------------------------------:---------·--------$2.60
$13
1 :PROJECT QUALITY LOG-IN
SAL
0.2

:TASK NO.

:==========================================================================================

:SUBGROUP

:==========================================================================================

-..J

w

TASI DBSCRIPTION

WHO

TYPB

TIMB !$ RATI! $ TOTAL

$18.30

------:------ ---------:
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:

---------:-----------------------------------~---------:---------:------:------:---------:
2 !DOCUMENT ACTIONS
$1. 50 :
0.1 : $15
PROD ASS
SAL
~--------:-----------------------------------

---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------1 :CORRBCTIVB ACTION BOARD CONVBNIS
$3.60
INOR
SAL
0.2 : $18
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:--------0.3 : $15
$4.50
Mro INGR
SAL
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:-----:--------0.3 : $15
$4.50
PROD ASS
SAL
---------:----------------------------------- MFG
------:-----$4.20 :
0.3 : $14
SAL

TASI NO.

==========================================================================================

ACTIVITY 5: CORRBCTIVB ACTION
PBR QPD-3085 & QP700.6.3

==========================================================================================

SUBGROUP

00

w

ACTIVITY 6:

FINAL KEYPUNCH

I
I

TASI DESCRIPTION

:

WHO

:

TYPB

: TIMI :$ RATB: $ TOTAL

t4. go ·

---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:
---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:

---------~-----------------------------------!---------!---------!------=------:---------:

---------!-----------------------------------!---------!---------=------=------:---------:

---------~-----------------------------------~---------!---------!------!------!---------:

I
I

:---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:
$3. 60
$9 :
1 !FINAL INFO ADDBD TO RICORD
: 0.4 :
:PROD ASS : RRLY
·---------:-----------------------------------:---------:---------:------:------:---------:
$1.30
2 lVIRIFY, FILI & REPORT
SAL
0.1 : $13 :
:PROD ASS :

:un No.

:==========================================================================================

:SUBGROUP

:==========================================================================================

w
\0

APPENDIX B
LITERATURE SEARCH
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
STATE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS CENTER

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32816 (305) 275-2706

October 31. 1985

Jane.
These are the abstracts from our search on
and rework documentation or paperwork.

Q u a 1 i t '>'

Co r1 t r

C• 1

We searched both the NASA and NTIS databases.
The latter
covers all reports by the U.S. Government and its contractors.
Generally these reports do not appear as journal articles.
Finally we also searched the COMPENDEX database.
This is the
comouterized version of printed ENGINEERING INDEX.
It abstracts
over 3000 journal and publications worldwide, including those
specializing in quality control and assurance.
Normally we expect a yield of 5-25% of qood articles; in this
case we are on the lower end.
The sear~hes covered 6ver 7 million
abstracts.
Call me if vou have any questions.

A. Pozefsky

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY I AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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